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Many couples are turning to their registries as a way to ask for a far more practical gift: money.
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It used to be that wedding gifts helped the bride and groom acquire all of those things they’d need in their new
household. Today’s couples, however, are far less likely to be establishing a new home, so they are turning their registries
into a way to ask for a far more practical gift: money.
G E T T Y I M AG E S

It used to be that wedding gifts helped the bride and groom acquire all of those things they’d
need in their new household – from serving dishes and silverware to comforters and couches
– as they moved out of their parents’ home for the @rst time. And the wedding registry was a
way for couples to make sure those items matched their style – and that they didn’t end up
with 12 pairs of candlesticks.
Today’s couples, however, are far less likely to be establishing a new home. Often couples
have been living together for years before they decide to tie the knot and have already
accumulated many of the items they’ll need. Or they lived on their own separately, so they’re
coming together with two of everything.
[ READ: How to Save for a Wedding. ]
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So couples are turning their registries into a way to ask for a far more practical gift: money.
According to The Knot’s annual registry study, a full seven in 10 couples registered for cash
last year, an increase of 10% over last year.
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Are Cash Registries Worth
It?

“Cash registries are a great option,” says Jessica Bishop, founder of the Budget Savvy Bride.
“It’s Pexible for the wedding couple and it’s Pexible for their guests.”
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Here’s what you need to know about cash fund wedding registries.
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How Do Cash Wedding Registries Work?
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Most traditional wedding registries now offer the option to also collect cash as gifts.
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“I advise couples to offer a mix of traditional gifts along with either a cash or honeymoon
fund,” says Lindsay Jones, founder of Woman Getting Married. “You always have parents or
other older guests that still want to buy a tangible item like a stand mixer or towels.”
Depending on the registry, you can either create funds that you’ll put toward a speci@c goal or
experience, such as a massage on your honeymoon or a down payment on your home, or
receive cash in a general fund to use as you please.

Some registries collect the cash from guests via credit or debit cards, while others accept
different types of money transfers such as Venmo or PayPal. Once guests have deposited
funds, you can withdraw them to your bank account through some registries or pull the
money out through gift cards or other methods.
[ READ: Affordable Wedding Venue Ideas ]

Do Cash Registries Cost Money?
Typically, yes. In most cases, wedding registries collect a fee based on a percentage of the
gift, although some sites, such as With Joy, are entirely fee free. Depending on the registry,
you may be able to decide whether your guests pay that fee, or you pay it when you collect
your gifts.

How Should I Tell People About My Registry?
Etiquette rules dictate that you should not include information about your registry on your
invitation. Instead, you can include your wedding website on the invitation, then link to your
registry on your wedding website.
“There is a time and a place and a way of doing things politely,” says Jodi R.R. Smith, etiquette
expert and author of From Clueless to Class Act: Manners for the Modern Woman and
founder of Mannersmith, an etiquette consulting company in Marblehead, Mass. “We are not
inviting people to our wedding because we want to invoice them, and we aren’t having
expensive weddings because we expect our wedding guests to give us extra cash.”

What Are Some Examples of Wedding Registries?
Here’s a look at several common cash registries and how they work.
The Knot: Alongside your registry listing from traditional sites like Bed Bath & Beyond and
Crate & Barrel, The Knot registry allows couples to create one or more cash funds that they
can name for speci@c savings goals. After a guest makes a contribution to the fund with a
credit card, it will appear in the couple’s bank account within three weeks.

Fees: 2.5% of the gift, paid by the guest.
Zola: Like The Knot, guests can register for a cash or honeymoon fund as part of a larger
registry for more traditional items via Zola. Couples decide whether they want guest to be
able to set their own amount or choose from preset limits. After guests contribute, the couple
can withdraw the funds to their bank account at any time. The @rst transfer takes 10 business
days, and subsequent transfers take two to four days.
Fees: 2.4% of the gift, paid by either the guest or the couple.
Honeyfund: Honeyfund allows couples to set up either a honeymoon cash registry or a more
general cash registry. You can either have the cash automatically transferred to you bank or
PayPal account, or let it accumulate and then withdrawal it through gift cards.
Fees: Free for gift card withdrawals. Otherwise, the couple pays 3.5% for bank transfers or
2.59% to transfer the funds to PayPal.
With Joy: You can use the With Joy wedding registry to select traditional gifts and register for
cash to use for a honeymoon, other @nancial goals or to donate to charity. Guests can
contribute to the fund using apps like Venmo, PayPal or Cash App.
Fees: none.
[ READ: Can Lying to Vendors Help You Avoid the 'Wedding Markup'? ]

My Registry: This site, which you can use to build a registry for a wedding, baby or other
event, allows you to add material gifts as well as request cash contributions or charitable
donations. Guests contribute via PayPal or a credit card.
Fees: To receive cash gifts, individuals are charged 2.5% for PayPal, with possible additional
fees for other options. Guests are charged a $3.95 fee for cash gifts of up to $100, with fees
gradually increasing based on the amount given to $6.95 for gifts up to $1,000.

Our Wishing Well: Couples can use this site to register for a range of presents or to request
cash gifts. You can withdraw cash from the registry at any time.
Fees: You can either pay a 5.95% fee when you receive a gift or pay $99 upfront to have the
per-gift fee reduced to 1%.

How Do I Thank People for Contributing to My Cash
Wedding Registry?
Like any other gift, it’s best to thank those who contributed to your cash registry with a
handwritten note, Smith says. A simple “Thank you for the generous gift” will sugce, although
some guests will appreciate knowing what you put the cash toward.

Affordable Wedding Gift Ideas
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Updated on July 7, 2022: This story was published at an earlier date and has been updated with new information.
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